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Kazakhstan. Artefiletics is defined as a component of ethnic arts education concept in multi-cultural 

information environment.  
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Arts education and creative activity of an individual in modern society contain multi-level 

context of interaction. At the same time, we see negative developments against cultural heritage and 

against culture in total. The necessity of constant developing of social structures predetermines 

employment of multi-cultural approach in practical arts education contributing to gain of 

intercultural tolerance among people.  

The issues raised above require studies at various angles. In 2010 under the aegis of UNESCO 

the World Conference on Arts Education took place in Seoul. Participants of the Conference have 

enunciated the necessity to «encourage recognition of the social and cultural well-being dimensions 

of arts education including: - the value of a full range of traditional and contemporary arts 

experiences, - the therapeutic and health dimensions of arts education; - the potential of arts 

education to develop and conserve identity and heritage as well as to promote diversity and 

dialogue among cultures, - the restorative dimensions of arts education in post-conflict and post-

disaster situations» [1]. The Seoul Conference Analytical Report, in preparation of which the author 

had had direct participation, revealed the value of both traditional and contemporary experiences in 

the Republic of Kazakhstan [2]. The key idea of the Report lay in apprehension of national 

traditions and rapprochement of cultures. Because one can learn to truly appreciate one’s own 

culture only after visiting another culture. This defines the need for studying ethnical arts education 

taking as basis the idea of unity of worldwide art culture and distinctiveness of ethnic cultures.  

Certain components of this problem are considered in the discipline of Ethnopedagogics, 

which «reflects a new conceptual approach to Ethnopedagogics as a science and art of education, 

systematizes the spiritual resources of people’s pedagogics, characterizes and unfolds the essence of 

people’s education in miscellaneous confessional societies, and identifies their panhuman values» 

[3]. The problems of theoretical basis of ethnopedagogics, ethnodidactics and national arts 

education in the context of contemporary education system have been thoroughly elaborated by 

researchers in Russia and Kazakhstan [4-5].  



The Czech pedagogic dictionary defines the term of «Ethnopedagogics» as «pedagogical 

discipline concerned with education of ethnic minorities» [6]. We believe that this definition does 

not fully reveal the cognitive capacities of Ethnopedagogics. On the other hand, Czech scientists 

successfully study the sanative aspects of arts education: art-therapy and artefiletics. Art-therapy 

and artefiletics have two common areas: regarding the objective and regarding the methods. 

Artefiletics differs from art-therapy in that it is not intended for mind treatment, but for (1) 

education; (2) development of visual cogitation; (3) cultivation of creative abilities of individuals 

[7-8].  

Our article discusses artefiletics techniques in reference to ethnic arts education in modern 

communication environment. Artefiletics as an experimental system in ethnic arts education is a 

preventive tool against the problems of contemporary society, a tool designed for proper 

development of individual’s visual culture and ergonomic design of social space.  
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